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REGIONAL INTBGKATION OF THE STEEL INDUSTRY IN 
' LATIN AMERICA 

by 

Fernando Aguirre T., 
Secretary General, Instituto  Latino- 
americana del Fierro y el Ácere. 

The present paper examines the problems to be faced when dealing 
with the possibility of integration tr co-ordination of iron and 
•teel production fsr the markets of a ¿¿roup of countries under 
development, such as tho.se of Latin America, taking advantage of 
scale economy* In addition, a reprrt is made on the work being 
carried out by the Instituto Latinoamericano del Fierro y el Acero 

toward facilitating such integration. 

I.      Gemersi Pata 

1. Before the II World War,  in 1938, the countries ef Latin ¿merica, that is, 

these situated South of the Kio Grande on the borderline between the United States 

and Mexico, in Central America, part ef the Caribbean, and all of South America, 

totalling 20 independent countries*' , jointly produced a total wf 220,000 tens of 

steel, and in 1962 they were producing 5,820,000 tons. 

The evolution of production and consumption is shown in the following 

chart* 

l/ Countries of Latin America*    Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua, 
Costa Kica, Panama, Cuba, Haiti,  Sante Domingo, Vene»uela, Colombia, Ecuador, 
Brasil, Peru* Bolivia, Paraguay,  Urucuay, Argentina and Chile. 
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directed toward a form of integration indispensable to speed their overall 

development« 

6.     Nonetheless« the ambitious objective of such integration has always been 

present in the Minds of Latin American leaders.    Organisations have been established 

promoting cornisón action and wider understanding.    The first and primary concerns 

were to maintain peace among the countries, to regulate their international relations, 

etc., under a number of treaties signed in the course of the years.    The pioneer 

body in this undertaking was the Or^anizaticn of American States and their 

Secretariat, Pan American Union, also associating the Unitod States of America.   At 

present, the OAS, particularly through their specialized Council, is more and more 

concerned with economic and social affairs, and with technical assistance. 

7«     The desire for union and the search for common objectives was intensified 

after World War II was over and the United Nations was born.     The Economic Commission 

for Latin America (TELA) ««»• wnlablished in 1943, with its Secretariat in Santiago, 

Chile. 

BCLA investigations began to reveal the harsh realities of poor economic 

development, the serious problema of all types that have to be faced,  such as basic 

industrial equipment, housing, lack of capital, and so forth.      Simultaneously, studies 

were undertaken to point out ways to implement a process conducive to raising the 

living levels of Latin American populations. 

8.   The seed bore fruit, and other complemental organizations were established 

to promote regional development.    In April 1959» the Interamerican Development Bank 

(IDB) was founded, soon to play a significant part in promoting and financing 

economic and social projects.      In February I960, the Treaty originating the Latin 

American Free Trade Association (LAFTA) was signed in Montevideo, Uruguay} its 

current members are Argentina, Brasil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, ¿léxico, Paraguay, 

Peru and Uruguay.    The foundations were thus laid for the next step, which is to be 

the establishment of a Latin American Common Market.    In August 1961, at a meeting 

held in Punta del Este, Uruguay, the governments of America signed the declaration 

originating the "Alliance for Progress" entailing a commitment to adopt serious 

measures in order to ensure the speedy rise of their people's living levels, the 

structural reforma deemed necessary, and the implementation of national development 

plans.   The step is still to be taken whereby auch national development programmes 

may be co-ordinated into a common effort toward integration, undoubtedly entailing 
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accordance with a cornson plan.      A working group composed of member, of tho ECU and 

ILAFA secretariats, together with ad hoc adviser«, ii at present at work on a 

regional report collectif tht> data gathered in the individual national monographic«, 

analysing futuro perspective«, and rooking «uggostions for attaining a greater 

measure of co-operation, which are to bo submitted to regional «teelman   for 

consideration and, once they have been duly examined, discussed and approved by 

thorn, later presented to the Latin American governments. 

12.    OAS-PASC-ILAFA Project 
In July 1962, a joint programme wa« al«o started by ILAPA, the Pan 

American Standards Committee  (PASC), and the Organization of American Stato«, for 

the purpo.e of preparino and approvine common «tandards intended to be adapted as 

Pan American.      A good number of «tandord« have already been approved by national 

standard« bodie. represented on the PASC.      In this way, the ba.ic «teps arc being 

taken toward raokinc Latin American «teel products interchangeable, and adapting them 

to the needs of regional conauminß industrie«.    Full details of this programme, 

now entering its third year of operation, are given in a separato paper submitted 

to the present Symposium*' • 

V. Need for Uniform Ba«e« 
13. When starting a programme for intonation of the Latin American «toel 

industry,  it was fcund indispensable to «et up cortain uniform ba«o« in order to { 

facilitate the requisite studies concerning terminology, statistic«,  specifications,    | 

tariff«, legislation and exchange rato system» in each of the countries of the area.    ; 

14. LjyimmttB and Nomenclature I 

De.pite the fact that, with the exception of Brazil, the Latin American         J 

countrie« have Spanish as their common tongue, different tradition« have originated * 

in each of thorn, different term« for steel products, the same name being used in \ 

some case« for different product«, or, convor.ely, different name« for the «amo 

product.    One of the fir.t ta«k* undertaken by ILAFA has been to define steel product«^ 

with Indication of their limit dimension«, and to propose a Latin American term \ 

with equivalent« in Spanish, Portuguese and English.     To date, three provisional | 

edition« have been issued of a Comnon Technical Lexicon, which have been circulated ¡ 

among ILAPA members and organisations from other countries, from whom comment« have I 

been reque«ted which will be taken into account when preparing tho definitive edition 

2/ Steel Standard« and Regional Standardisation - Latin America - UN Symposium, 
fraguo - Papor by A. Gïraez and F.Aguirre,  1963. 
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15.    ILAFA conducts a quarterly survey of production statistic. araonG all 

regional enterprises,  issuing the results for their inclusion in world statistic, 

of steel production.    The product classification employed by the Steel Committee 

of the Economic Commission for Europe  of the W., has been followed. 
16 •    Standardization and Sjmrolificatjnn 

In dealing with a programme  for intonation of production covering diffei 

countries, the  importance of having an adequato system of common standards end of 

tendió toward product  simplification,  cannot bo ignored.    As stated above, ILAF„, 

with the help and assistance   of the J?¿3C and the OAS, has successfully undertaken 
the task so specified under i+s own statutes. 

17.    Common Tariff 

economic integration in Latin America entails the setting up of a tariff 

common to all the countries that compose  it.    A first step has been taken toward 

a common structure,  and once the anticipated Latin American common market agreement 

Loc  8)   is achieved,  tariff values expressed in an equivalent monetary unit will 

likewise have to be equal to one another.      The establishment of common standards 

and specifications for steel products makes such an undertaking much ea.ior to 
accomplish. 

18,    Lcrrislat^op and By-^aws CompariTon 

ILAPA has .ncaced in a permanent study whereby a compari.on i. «ode of 

various  laws and lcLal provision, affectin, steel production in Latin arican 

countries.    Experience born of application in certain countries serve, other, when 

faced by similar situations.    If steel enterprises operate under .quol circum.tance« 

with regard to taction,  legislation,  social action and incentive., unbalanced 

conditions are prevented which may .criously jeopardise an integration that mu.t be 
based on comparable productive efficiency. 

19«    échame líate Systems 

Another condition essential to furthering interchange of product, among 

Latin American countries,  i8 that the enhance rate system prevalent in each of 

them should arise  from the relationship between cost, and prices in the variou. 

markets,  in order to prevent distortions possibly orieinatint irrogar competitive 
conditions. 

IUFA studies are directed toward ascertaining the relation.hip. required 

for operating on uniform bases, and examining such mea.ure. as may lead to balanced 
conditions necessary for harmonious development. 

«•a Kk 
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VI. Condition« and Problema of Regional  Interchange 

20. Natural Ob.tacle» 

The main consuming centres of Latin America are situated for the most 

part on the perimeter of the continent.    This is particularly so in South Isterica. 

Internal communications are scarce and expensive, so that maritime freight predominates, 

covering great distances.    The low volume of current regional interchange,  coupled 

with the uncertainty of return cargos, raise the unit cost of transportation to 

figures very often higher than those for products transported from outside the area, 

whether from Europe, the United States, or Asia.    Deficient port facilities and work- 

ing methods contribute to raise carpo costs, while loading and unloading are 

responsible for a very high part of the total cost.    Thus, the fact that these 

countries are actually situated in the same continent or region is of no advantage 

to regional interchange, not even in the case of neighbouring countries.    Among the 

measures that will have to be taken to implement greater intraregional trade, the 

solution of the foregoing problem will perhaps be the most costly. 

21. Competition from Extra-Keffional Products 

(a) C.I.F, prices at which products from outside the Latin American area 

are offerod, are considerably lower than domestic market prices for local production, 

and likewise for those that regional producers are normally able to offer when 

exporting within the area.    These some export prices for products from more highly 

developed countries are likewise considerably lower than those current in the 

domestic market of those some exporting countries.   Competition of such a nature tends 

to inhibit development of local steel production, which thus requires steep customs 

barriers to be erected for its own protection.    Such competition obviously holds 

back the expansion of Latin American steelmoking, in addition to placing loeal 

producers in a difficult and uncomfortable position with regard to the consumers in 

their own domestic markets. 

(b) High customs barriers ore not an offoctive defence against dumping, 

since exporting countries are driven to lowor their C.I.F. pricos even more,  in ordor 

to roach the domestic markets of the importing countries on a competitivo level. 

(c) The disturbing effect of such competition on the development of the 

Latin American steel industry was stressed at the latest Congress of Latin Aaerioan 

Steelmaking held in July 1963, in the "Declaration of Caracas", there rpproved as 

followsi 
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"The IV oencral A„ombly of IIAPA û8senblGd in Caracas, havinß 

examined the position of Latin American steelmaking with regard to the 
world situation,and bearing in mind: 

"That tho region as a whole .how« a deficit in steel production 

amounting to approximately 4,000,000 ton« a year; 

»That surplus  stcel reaches our market«, at price, much lowor thon 

those current  in the countries of oririnj    and 

"That it is our collective task to promote tho  speedier indurtrial 

development of the area as the only way to ensure a constant rise in the 
living level of its Population, 

"AüitEES 

"1. To declaro the urGont need for adequate barrier, to bo .ot up, 

without prejudice to the  interest, of steel user., i„ order to ensure 

the sale of local production at all times, and for proforoneo to bo 

wanted to similar Latin American production when local supplies 
provo insufficient, 

"2. To resolve on the immediate preparation of a report »akinß it 

possible to submit specific recommendation, to the Governami, of 

the countries in the area, with the least pos.ible delay.» 
22»    Preforentfal ¡far^ 

with ,       I0 ft tnUx"M'1 U^^ *" "•*— P»*-».. -, reduoin* dutie. 
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-. clonal ,**.      Such balanced condltlon. „c ^ ^ ^^ ^ 

»t lc„t in tho prcent *aKo „ Utin arican i„d„.tri.l devout.    In. ..H 

ctaneo, untxl other condition, oontial to balance .ro •t. 

uJl3'.,?0, 0,t"blÍ8hnCnt " M "»•» — -"»«*. ** i.. of oo.u.1 protection 
Wd    third countries, and entirely free interchange between countrie. within the 
«re., i.  li*,«., dlfficult to „pply ^ ^ ^^ ^    ^ ^1«^, 
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measures of on exceptional nature are required in order to safeguard the urgent needs 

for equipment and development felt by many of the more backward countries of the area« 

Such countries are upheld by exports of a primary type, usually supported by a sinfle 

product making up over 80c
/0 of the total, and for which market outlets must be found 

outside the area, thus makin¿? interchange compensation within the area practically 

impossible. 

24. Export Financing 

Although in many cases Latin American producers may be in a position to 

enter into fair competition with producers or manufacturers from outside the area. 

with regard ^.o  prices, quality and delivery of their products, regional purchasers 

are driven to decide in favour of foreign suppliers, whose offers include payment 

terms much more favourable than those within the reach of Letin American bidders. 

The Interamericon Development Bank (IDB), having recently acknowledged this dis- 

advantageous situation, is making medium term credit available to Latin American 

exporters for intraregional operations, in order to restore competitive balance with 

regard to extra-regional suppliers. A way remains to be found whereby Latin Amerlean 

producers may make important sales within their own countries under financing 

conditions equivalent to those available to outside suppliers. 

25. Exchange Kate Problems 

A serious obstacle to the continuity of any interchange which it might» b« 

possible to set. up, under permanent multilateral agreement«, between the eountries in 

the area, is the prevalent instability of most of their currencies, and the resulting 

lack of a more or less pormanent ratio between such currencies. This means that the 

competitive position of producers of one country in relation to those in another, 

from the point of view of internal costs, does not remain constant} neither duos 

the competitive position depend on their respective productivity rates. Permanent 

agreements on complementing tariffs could vory well be affected by unfair competiti««, 

aften comparable to "dumping", from one of the contracting partios. Internal 

fluctuations of the currency, so often speeded by violent inflationary processes, 

ooupled with an acute and almost incessant scarcity of foreign currency force many 

government« to set up special exchange rates, govornod by foreign trade demand« nor« 

than by a true relationship with domestic costs. In the case of a policy of growing 

interchange between the Latin American countries, the rules governing exchange rat*« 

will have to be clearly specified in order to avoid provoking disturbano"«« that will 

discourage or endanger co-operative agreements or mutual exemption from custom« duties. 
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relationships through an alliance respectful of their individual sovereignty. Any 

economic uniqn affects sovereignty to some extent, whether to curtail or to extend 

it, accordine to how it is judged. 

The wide and simple rules governing a unified market, such as the United 

States o» tho USSR to consider two widely different types of economies, are 

inapplicable to Latin America, which must be looked upon as a group of markets 

seeking to eliminato customs barriers, but maintaining well-defined and independent 

internal structures. ilanning, thoroforo, cannot be conducted by estimating the 

most suitable location and size of each new industry as though it were to operate in 

a new country resulting from the elimination of customs barriers between its former 

components, because all other dividing conditions remain in force) such as 

different currencies, taxation systems unrelated to each other, natural resources 

not easily transferable, very unbalanced incomos, and so on. the number of variables 

is inordinately large, makinfj the formulation of optimizing equations exceedingly 

complex, not to say Utopian. 

29. The geographic extension wherein the various Latin American countries, as 

political and economic units, arc situated, is so large, that physical distances 

between the countries ore onormous, and aggravated by a deficient system of 

communications. Any industrial co-oporation agreement, therefore, has a very high 

initial cost which is equal to the cost of transportation in both directions of tho 

products affected, and which must bo oqual to or lowor than cither the benefit arising 

from the productivity increase inheront to an increaso in tho production soale, or 

the advantage obtained from the employment of idle capacity in existing plants. 

.Consideration of marginal costs can also contribute to achieve this balance, provided 

that thore is a market in each country capable of absorbing a significant proportion 

of local production. Otherwise, if all or a great part of overhead is oharged to a 

small percentage of production, which is that delivered to the local market, 

resulting domestic prices would be inordinately high. 

30, Geographical distances betwoan the variouj Latin American markets are a 

limiting factor for co-operative agreements between distant areas, but their offsets 

may be calculated and are not contrary to logical planning based on traditional 

premises, as, for instance, the method followed in order to decide on the most 

suitable location for a large now steel plant in the Unitod States of Amorioa. 
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Obviously, a programme for Latin American steel development must take into 

consideration the recognized advantage of larRe-.cale project., for which.  howevr, 
greater markets are required, 

31.    However, the application of a system of scalo economy for Latin ¿»erica 

gives rise to other considerations.    * certain industrial process succo.ifully 

operating in a fully developed country is not always directly applicable te a 

country under development.    The ratio between capital  cost and social cost of lebeor 

is different in both cases,  and, in turn,  creates a difference in the s»a«urc of 

productivity,  as seen from the point of view of the cenerai economy.     In a country 

under development there may be alternative investment, opon to its .cant »awing.,  of 

greater economic and .ocial urgency, motivating a different evaluation of inverted 

capital  cost.    We will not enter into the problem, derived from the  lack of pol it leal 
stability,  a. they are  incalculable. 

32.    Development Programms« 

Of late year., the Latin American countries have acknowledged the need to 

plan their national development, culminating in the commitment, entailed by the 

Alliance for Progre...    In many of the countrie., plan, are under way for «he 

development of certain areas, various national agencie, havinp been ostabliah.d i» 

order to promote and direct them.    The .tep i. „ow beine taken toward wider n.ti.mal 

programme., usually of ten-year duration, wherein the development of the sto.l 
industry plays an important role. 

It may be safely said that wherever po..ibie all Latin America* countrie. 

ore in .ome degree anxious to own a steel plant in order to .upply national need, ft 

the conduction, metalworkinß and manufacturing indu.tries.    I« al «ort all  of them. 

moreover, the .teel industry is looked ^n a. a trai»i»g-.chool for «*»ag.««at **' 

planner.,  fundamental for a future indu.trial take-off.    This make, it diffiaaU U 

think of a Latin American steel programme  .pecifyinG that certain   corrió, be set 

aside only as consumer., whereas,  in accordance with their own plans,  they ro,uiro 

to erect  steel plants,  or even small rolling unit, at fir*. 

If we examine the programme« of all the countrie. and add together their 

projected  .teel production,  we may well  find that the total exceed, the ß.n.r.1 

demand anticipated for the Latin -cric«! ,.rouP in the next few year., or that 

projected production of certain item, may be excu..ive,  while other, may bo dofieU*. 

is 
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Up to now, a systematic comparison of the various national development plans has 

not boon possible, nor is there in Latin America an authority able to demand their 

co-ordination»    ILAFA has undertaken to examine such programmes, as far as the 

steel industry is concerned, to report on them, and to promote frequent meetings 

of all interested parties, both in business enterprises and rrovornment,  in order 

th*t their decisions may be baaed on the Greatest amount of information available, 

thua making mutual agreements easlor to attain. 

33. None of these   countries can be denied the  right to erect a steel plant as 

they may deem most adviaable at the present sta^o of their development.    However, 

prodtieers and governments alike can be made to realise that their plana should have 

a common objective.    They should seek in each case the most suitable solution, after 

taking iato account local markets and possibilities of export within the area, as 

wall as what may be regularly imported from within the same area, so that, through 

adequate oo-ordination,  they may avoid making costly or superfluous investments. 

Thsy must be in a position to foresee when expansiona should be carried out and 

what itome ore to be covored,  in accordance with programmes existing in the rest 

of the continent and with regard to products which may have access to their 

re ape et i ve countries. 
mi* ViY Ï8 srnltnTttaBI 

34. A clear view of the possible growth of multiple national markets, one« 

mutual access to them io established, will allow economic udvontaco to he tokon of 

plants Aoaieacd for larger production than present domestic market conditions 

justify, and permit to be temporarily disposed of in other countries in the area. 

Wo  nay temporarily advisedly, as within a few years the respective domestic market 

will have grown enough to absorb the entire production.     This, however, will soon 

again become insufficient, until on important expansion takes place or a new plant 

la undertaken to satisfy the demand.     And so en, inde finitely.      As largor pro J oste 

aro planned, inception periods will be Ion,'or from approval of the preliminary outline 

to produots for delivery to the market after all financial needs have been met and 

erect ion is oemplete.    This period lasts several yoars. in sono eases five or more. 

momMwmile, local consumption continues to increase gradually, to a greater extont in 

thee« countries just starting an industrialisation and import substitution yroocss. 

•ueh an incrtase in ooneumptlon is more continuous than the local supply of stoel 
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product., and therefore, thi. po..ible «arket expan.icn my act a. a regulating i«* 

proridin* an outlet for .teel produetion at time, of local .urplu., and taking it in 
whon .upply ig deficient, 

Whcrea. con.umption Progre..e. continuou.ly a. a re.ult of the «ultiple 
demand factor.,  .upply,  iocally conilldöredt jlunp„ ^^ ^ m- ^ ^^ ^ ^   ^ 

proportionate to the benefit, achievable fro» i„eo  .cale .tool production faciliti«. 

Thu. the prece., of temporary interchonp, of .tccl production between countrie. in 
Utin idrica    i. ju.tified, and it.  siß„ ^ chaneo at ccriain «^  ^ ^^ 
with the .ame principle. 

35.    It nurt not be  felt, however, from »any „f the foregoing c.nol».i.n., »tat 

l»*.Br.ti.» „f the  Uti» arican .teel mdurtry pro.««. „1>llm«>lu,t.ble o.rt„l... 
0. the contrary, „ur intc„t ha. bc<m u cnt,!m<t,. certoln potni, „„„„ ^ ^ 

ro.oived .uffi.iont eon.iaeratian fr.„ builder, of theoretical ,1«.. b.„d .. „„a 

url-tple., thouch „itaiu on!y „ithin a .i».,l„ political and ..„„.I. .,wu.ti... 

U.c.« prob,»», have. been outlined with the purpo-e   of .voldin« „a.urc. that «y mm 

a b^lnrard .top „„ the rood to a elo.cr iadurtrla!  collaboration a«^ MU»trio. 

»der develop.  and eau.. di.couraconcn. or strain*. „nly .,„,„, t„ rtronithwi 

autarkic icoline.  in the countrie« affeoted. 

The .top fron, the pre.ont .taiïo of utin i^ri.« fol«.^ to roció»! 

»lannint, briñón« about an incroa« in .calo of plant op«.«.,.. «rt b. fton 

dually, folW„f, the  i„pr,vo„ent ., tran.portation, .hi.. nu ,cf>ll„ ^ 

invefent., and uU„.in, ,„r adaptation of indivi,,«,! „,„„,., „ ..„„.^ 

•truoture, to a clo.or iuterrelation.hlp. 

Step by .ten. pro,,*,., ha. boon »do.     I„ th, flr.t ,!„.. throu«. «k. 

action of ,WV. the- •,tuul ac,ual»tan.o of .tool.». fr„ o«. ., th. „«*,».. «. 

fortore-, an., an at^.phe,, „ tru.t an, friondline.. „. „cat*, »it..!. f.t 

<ll..u..ln,. oo»on proble«., a»! for findig adequate  ..irti.... 

IUTA ha. orKani..„ a «vrtc. f., wpplyin,; inf.«.»«., „l „.««.j- 

'•*•"""•    thtir ->"•*»>*« •tartin,, date, and th» vari.« rta(!.. of »,„ 
rut.ro..pon.ion.    l„ addition, ,„A ha. »dertohon . p.,».» o,«ll>.tt.n ,f 

,re.„nt and future fluctuation. i„ the »arhot for rtoo, K^,, ta .Mh ^^i 

«"-. variation, in .tee, p,i.c., on. ...diti«. ^„^ rt.n „^ ,2' 

H. 
i« 
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By means of the systematic use of such information, it will be poaaible at 

any tin« to assess the effect to he produced by new investments projected and 

ascertain whether they will truly tend to raeet actual tvnd timely demands,  or 

whether they will only add products to an already saturated market.    The lack of 

capital for Latin American economic  development is so ßreat, and internal savings 

up to now so  small, that investments cannot be duplicated, nor made in order to 

build plants unsuitod to the requirements of regional development. 

Por the sas» reason, the presont iron and steel industry must be enabled 

to work at full capacity, even bearing in mind that in many eases only out-dated or 

inefficient equipment is in use,  in order that new income so obtained may be re- 

invested in plant expansion and modernisation.    To achieve the foregoing, many co- 

operative agreements will bo required, even to integration of capital wherever 

possible and advisable.   Agreements of this nature can be made for periods in 

accordance with the respective market situations and reasonable projections. 

36.    The  above considerations  lead us to rcaliso that within a not too distant 

future it will  be necessary to face the need for establishing a "common authority", 

freely appointed by the steel producers, which will co-ordinate, examine and report 

to them on the  advantages and disadvantages of their plans for investment and 

production.    For this purpose, obviously, up-to-date information will havo to be 

nsds available to it, concerning  steel market behaviour and all development plans 

under way in the area. 

17*    Latin American steelmakers view   with the greatest into rest the prosont 

opportunity of meeting the oxperts assembled by the UN in Prague, and of examining 

in their company ne* steel production processes as applicable to countries under 

development«     It will thus be possible to know or to review medium-scale solutions 

wnioh nay latsr be applied in order to attain mere rational utilisation of raw 

materials and power sources. 

ifers highly-industrialised countries nay offoetively contribute ta the 

stoolnakiag integration sought by Latin America, through their experts,  if in 

addition to oontinuin,  to dovelop projects in their own countries of increasingly 

amatine effloiency and sise, they oo-operate with researchers in less developed 

areas in order to seek ingenious though less ambitious  solutions suitable to meeting 

the need for industrialisation folt  in poorer oountrios.    Then, in a not very distant 

future, the pro duo t of their sciontific research und of their technical ingenuity, 

will reach and benefit the peoples most greatly in need of it. 

MM smmsmsai 1 






